Every hot melt adhesive has a pot life -- a point in time when the heat and oxygen cause the part to degrade.
Heating elements in hot melt hoses are used to keep adhesive flowing at the right viscosity and temperature.
Degradation and char form during the idle periods when your system is on and no adhesive is flowing.
Adhesive near the heated walls of the hose moves slower than adhesive in the center of the hose. The hotter,
slower adhesive degrades faster and sticks to the hose wall. Char inside the hose can then break loose and clog
filters, guns and nozzles.
Product assembly hot melt adhesives like polyamides, APAOs and PSAs degrade and form char more quickly.

Should  I  replace  my  hose?  It  looks  okay.
Even if you can’t see it, degradation inside your hose cuts productivity and increases your operating costs.
Degradation restricts the adhesive flow and requires more system pressure to force adhesive through the
hose. This build up creates a thermal barrier in the hose. When the adhesive isn’t hot enough, it doesn’t flow
correctly. Slow, restricted flow increases the melter’s “heater-on” cycle. Problems multiply as more heat
produces even more char.

But  can’t  I  just  clean  my  hot  melt  hose?
DO NOT use a cleaning “snake” or “probe” to clean your hose. It will damage the internal hose core. DO NOT
flush a hose with any solvents.
DO flush your melter. System flushing may remove degradation and char. Contact us to get recommendations
on the appropriate flushing agent.
A good preventive maintenance program, smart operating procedures and common sense can help you get the
most life out of your heated hose.
Tips:
- Flush your adhesive melter regularly and whenever you change adhesives. We can suggest the best flushing
agent for the type of adhesive you’re using.
- Improve hose routing and hanging to prevent sharp bends and compression.
- Keep hoses off the floor. Stepping on a hose, running it over with a forklift, getting it wet or having it covered
in dirt will shorten its lifespan.
- Don’t leave your adhesive system on when it’s not in use. Many systems are equipped with 7-day timers as
well as Auto Standby timers. Using these features correctly will extend the life of your hoses.
- Properly maintained, hoses can last 3-5 years depending on the adhesive used, the temperature of your
application and the amount of flexing the hose is subject to. Replace your hoses when they’ve reached
expiration to ensure you’re not wasting time in production.

Our hoses are designed with a unique core to offer longer life with increased durability. Our priority
is that you have a product you can trust to last. Please let us know if you have any questions about
the care and maintenance of your heated hose.
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